LASD - Department Operations Center

COVID-19

Security Officers and Security Assistants
Class B Uniform Authorization

The Sheriff has temporarily authorized Sheriff’s Security Officers and Sheriff’s Security Assistants to wear a Class B uniform, during the COVID-19 pandemic to wash their uniforms daily or as needed.

The approved uniform is the only Class B uniform authorized to be worn by Sheriff’s Security Officers and Sheriff’s Security Assistants during these emergent times.

The Sheriff’s Security Officer/Sheriff’s Security Assistant class B uniform specifications are as follows:

- A “Dickies” Class B uniform shirt (S/S - Model #1574 and L/S - Model #574), in white, with shoulder patches.
  - A Sheriff’s Security Officer/Sheriff’s Security Assistant cloth uniform badge shall be sewn in the standard badge position above the right pocket; and
  - The cloth name badge shall have a dark green background with black lettering.

NOTE: In consideration for turnaround time required for cloth badges to be made, a metal name plate is authorized pending receipt of the cloth name badge.

- Trousers, Class B uniform, Departmentally-authorized four-pocket type.
  - Only the standard dark green Class B uniform pants are to be worn; and
  - NO BATTLE DRESS UNIFORM (BDU) or other variation of that style of pant shall be worn.

Once this emergency has ended, personnel will return to wearing the Department-authorized Class A uniform.

The Sheriff’s Security Officer/ Sheriff’s Security Assistant Class B uniform specifications and authorization policy will be presented to the Uniform and Equipment Committee for permanent approval in the future.

If you have any questions or require additional information, the DOC is available 24 hours.
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